ABSTRACT Traffic classification networks have various applications for data transmissions to ensure quality of service (QoS) for various classes of traffic at the routers. Multi-level random early detection (MRED) scheduling algorithm is used to manage resources at the routers guaranteeing QoS. However, the MRED queue mechanism is insensitive to traffic and difficult to set parameters, for the average queue is sensitive to high congestion level of multi-flow which is a major issue affecting the performance of the queue in the networks. This paper propose a new scheduling algorithm that manages congestion level by increasing the stability of parameters, using dynamic weighted traffic with redefining probability drop traffic in the MRED algorithm. The results present the performance algorithm while utilizing the reference algorithms, improving the bandwidth fairness and average throughput and reduce the average delay and packet drop.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic classification has the ability to solve and manage network difficulties and problems in the control or management of networks and service providers, however, challenging tasks still remain unsolved. Different techniques can be used to classify traffic, including those based service classes that distinguish the type of traffic based on the generated flow [1] , [2] . Several approaches can also be used to classify traffic, including classification through application type or by police/shaping of traffic; when using this approach, the router determines suitable policy services for applying flows [1] , [2] .
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) proposed DiffServ architecture model to determine the best solution for providing different levels of service by using Service Level Agreement (SLA) in the network. The IETF divides the prevalent forwarding mechanisms into two levels; Expedited Forwarding Per-Hop Behavior (EF PHB) and Assured Forwarding Per-Hop Behavior (AF PHB), to meet the requirements of QoS. The queue for the EF PHB class remains delay-sensitive for real-time traffic flows. On the other side, AF PHB is intended to provide a scale of reliable traffic flows [3] , [4] .
The concept classification techniques define two main routers: edge routers that mark/shape/police flow based on their SLAs and core routers that offer different treatments of traffic using the marks they carry. Core routers handle aggregations of flows instead of individual flows, which are known to considerably reduce the complexity of the network. While core routers design lack individual flow guarantee, they provide statistical guarantee of service classes. Therefore, QoS can be provided over the current best-effort level. Several mechanisms can be used to serve traffic flows in Diffserv network, these mechanisms rely on the marker and scheduling algorithms to service traffic at the routers through the measured traffic. Traffic belonging in this flow has different level priority agreements, which are marked as red, yellow, or green. Higher level priority agreements provide higher or equal probability than the lower level, this technique is perfect for the core router and can be used through scheduling algorithms such as Random Early Detection (RED) with an Input and Output queue, Weighted Round Robin (WRR), Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ), and Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED) [5] - [7] . This paper presents the efficient control of MRED scheduling algorithm by a modified weighted buffer, which is redefined to determine probability drop traffic. This kind of algorithm is suitable for the TCP/UDP protocol to provide an efficient solution to manage drop traffic and reduce average delay at core routers. We also investigate the proposed improvements to bandwidth fairness along with efficient optimization to alleviate the problem at the edge router.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines the related works and discusses this work in relation to previous scientific studies. Section III provides the proposed technique that calculates the average queue length to correct loss traffic in the MRED algorithm. Section IV presents the simulation parameters and performance metrics. Section V discusses the obtained results and its analysis. Section VI provides the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
This section provides a brief overview of active queue management algorithms, including RED, ARED, and WRED, as well as the traffic marker OtswTCM.
A. EDGE ROUTERS
Meter/marker algorithms are classified as traffic senders according to either its rate estimator or token bucketbased [2] , [8] . The previous type uses one or more rate estimators that periodically increases or decreases traffic arrivals, traffic serves as the meter/marker depending on the current rate estimator states. The TSWTCM idea for classified traffic is to estimate the average throughput and uses the obtained estimates to classify the marking decision. The marking of a traffic is based on a comparison of the measured average arrival rate with a committed information rate (CIR). OtswTCM algorithm, as described in [9] , attempts to make the constant value of gamma (γ ) as it was used in M 2 I 2 tswTCM [5] , and objective to this mechanism is to find a solution to the unfairness of sharing bandwidth among aggregates in classifying traffic through the effect of the edge router to inject more yellow packets on the fair sharing of bandwidth among aggregates.
B. CORE ROUTER
Several scheduling algorithms are applied to classify the traffic networks and determine a solution for managing data resources processed at the routers as well as to support QoS. Using other suitable algorithms yet changes the characteristics of the simulation results to a significant extent with many performance metrics. In particular, traditional mechanisms for bandwidth management depend on concept-weighted mechanisms to determine traffic service order; hence the WFQ is proposed as a basic algorithm for future IntServ and DiffServ. The WFQ has an excellent use in creating firewalls between classes and punishing flows or classes. However, these mechanisms are not user-friendly and can not achieve rate limiting controls or implement cost-effective controls in high-speed network devices [10] , [11] .
The RED with In and Out (RIO) in all core and edge router mechanisms serves to keep congestion low enough to limit the costs of the plurality of traffic sent by the client. To achieve this, the set of marker and scheduler algorithms at the RIO of the service provider must assure the client with sufficient bandwidth in the Diffserv [8] , [12] , [13] . For this reason, the queue will rarely be able to cause the traffic to congest a link when RIO starts dropping packets. This mechanism is the one behind RED, Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED), Adaptive Random Early Detection (ARED) and Gentle Random Early Detection (GRED) [14] - [18] .
The RED and ARED define the maximum threshold Max th , the minimum threshold Min th , average queue Avg q and Max p the maximum drop probability. They detect congestion based on Avg q ; when Avg q is between Max th and Min th , the traffic should be marked through the dropping probability linear equation. All traffic will be accepted in queue when Avg q is less than Min th , but the traffic is dropped when Avg q is greater than Max th . The MRED is a modified RED for multi class traffic management [19] - [21] .
The target of Random Exponential Marking(REM) is to separate the congestion measures from performance measure without a consideration toward flows number. REM algorithm defines the input rate with the total capacity and the queue length with small target irrespective to the flows sharing bandwidth link. To estimate marking probability, REM uses the variable price to determine the difference between the input rate and link capacity, and the difference between queue length and target. The weighted sum is either a positive or negative value; and while the price variable increases when the sum is positive, the value of the price variable decreases when the sum is negative. Variable α can be set by each queue depending on the bandwidth utilization and queuing delay [18] , [22] - [24] . However, drawbacks of REM algorithm are Low throughput for web traffic and inconsistency with TCP sender mechanism that works best with ECN.
Reference [25] proposed a three-section RED (TRED) to control heavy loads by dividing the queue length into three equal sections, and the traffic dropping function corresponding to each section is differently set in order to adapt different traffic loads. The authors in [21] proposed AQMRD algorithm which aims to incorporate information both about the average queue length at any time and its rate of change. AQMRD defines three thresholds: the maximum threshold Max th , the medium threshold Mid th and the minimum threshold Min th . The AQMRD is not related to REM and the average queue length change rate is related to the Mid threshold.
The effectiveness of the set mechanism depends fairly on the exact parameter options but a considerable number of parameters are set for RIO. In WRED, the estimated value of the Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) is used to select one of various drop probabilities (P d ), and thus, various different classes of service can be provided. The details of Active Queue Management (AQM) in the REDs algorithm include monitoring length and dropping traffic to expect and avoid congestion at bottlenecks in the network [21] , [26] . However, these details do not guarantee that the traffic within the set algorithms can be delivered. To date, many algorithms have proven capable by reducing delays and packet drop while improving the throughput by taking into consideration weighted traffic in the queue.
In this work, the FWMRED scheduling algorithm depends highly on the dynamic queue parameters such as weight (W q ), maximum drop probability (Max p ), or management drop traffic to evaluate the traffic of queues in the service classes of the MRED algorithm. In addition, this work describes and evaluates FWMRED, a novel algorithm for guaranteeing fair flows by using the priority flows in OtswTCM algorithm. FWRED is scalable and enforces fairness by using the β small value of fair flow or a small value of marker priority.
III. FWMRED DESCRIPTION
The idea of QoS is that it can be measured, improved, and guaranteed in advance through throughput, packet drop, delays, and other network metrics on the internet. This section describes a improved MRED scheduling algorithm, called the Fair Weighted Multi-level Random Early Detection (FWMRED). The FWMRED provides a new definition of weight in terms of priority of service classes as Assured Forwarding (AF), Expedited Forwarding (EF) and Default Per Hop Behavior (PHB), which is computed by bandwidth requirements and delay. In addition, the FWMRED is also designed to recalculate the drop probability to reduce delays accordingly.
A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The MRED is supported by the AQM technique, which can drop traffic through the random early drop strategy. This strategy, which depends on queue length, executes various RED policies and measures the drop probability of traffic. However, MRED has several restrictions. For instance, the MRED algorithm is sensitive on three parameters, namely, the maximum threshold (Max th ), minimum threshold (Min th ), and maximum drop probability (Max p ). The configuration parameters are non-respective adaptively because improper configuration affects the average queue length, making it unnatural [27] , [28] . Second, the relation between the average queue and drop probability is linear; and when the average queue move towards the maximum threshold, the drop probability will increase linearly. Accordingly, the traffic will drop thereby reducing the throughput [26] , [29] . Finally, the average queue can not reflect the congestion ideally, as shown in Fig. 1 . When the value of the average queue length is high at avg qn (the value of avg q greater than Max th ) it indicates a congestion hence the value of the weighted traffic is low at Max p indicating high priority at P = 1. The drop probability of the traffic will be high instead of accepting them [28] , [30] , [31] .
B. MECHANISM OF FWMRED
The aim of this paper is to address the sensitivity of and maintain the average queue length (avg q ) between Min th and Max th . This is reflected when the optimized congestion by avg q and the dropping probability improve average throughput, and reduce both average delay and packet drop. Accordingly, queue space is available to the new arriving packets, which can be achieved through the proposed improved RED algorithm. The FWMRED scheduling algorithm reviews several parameters to reduce that restriction. The FWMRED differs considerably from other RED algorithm in the following manners:
( Fig. 2 clearly described all the above parameters. (iv) A newly proposed β value to enhance bandwidth fairness in traffic classification. The authors in [32] suggested the value of W q to be 0.002, while the Network Simulation (NS-2) defined W q in Equations (1) and (2) . The small rate of W q from both equations depend only on the bandwidth value (Bw). Equation (3) determines the value of the average queue length (avg q ) count on the small rate.
Equations (1), (2), and (3) are used to calculate the probability of drop (P d ) in Equation (4), and maintain the avg q VOLUME 5, 2017 between Min th and Max th to achieve high throughput and low average delay. Equation (4) and Fig. 2 show the relation of the function curve among packet dropping probability (P d ) and average queue length (avg q ).
where k is avg q − Min th Max th − Min th .
To achieve QoS, FWMRED enhances drop functions by first defining the W q in Equation (5).
where α is defined by (Bw + delay + β), and the β rate depends of the traffic marking probability of the flow, which is already determined in the edge router by OtswTCM. β is defined as (1 -The traffic marking probability). α is a value that depends on weighted manner on the link utilization, minimum congestion, and link probability. Therefore, there are two benefits when using α: maintain high utilization with reduced drop packets and queue delay as the number of flows increases. The second benefit is that it helps in solving the unfairness problem which is essential in a network where flows fluctuate in number which occurs under persistent congestion. It is important to point out that the different variables scale of α is determined in a similar manner to the scales in [33, pp. 358-359] and [34] .
In general, when the delay and/or β increase, the rate of W q should decrease and the queue length should increases. The dynamic W q is suitable for classifying traffic because of β's weight priority level. Therefore, the new Equation (5) of W q is sensitive to the setting parameters.
The second significant parameter is Max p , which adjusts the performance by ensuring low delay and high throughput. The additive procedure increases while the multiplicative decreases avg q which achieves low delay and high throughput when the avg q is between Min th and Max th as shown mathematically in [35, eq. (6) ]. 
where
Max q is the previous Max q .
Finally, the dropping probability P d is measured by FWMRED as follows:
The main differences between FWMRED and other RED algorithms are as follows: (1) W q is quite sensitive to the setting parameters and suitable for classifying traffic, (2) Max p maintains the avg q between Min th and Max th , and (3) the buffer can calculate the dynamic dropping probability P d .
C. FWMRED ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
The FWMRED algorithm is developed using RED and ARED algorithms to provide better congestion control over the network. The FWMRED algorithm depends on the avg q , which splits into three different parts between Min th and Max th , this split provides more options for Max p parameter to determine P d . This feature of the drop probability is shown in Fig. 3 . The value of Q t1 is determined through Equation (9) and the value of Q t2 is determined through Equation (10) . and,
Equation (11) is used to determine the size of the parts (S p ):
S p value is static and parts 1 and 3 are of equal size. Part 1 assigns the value of Max p to determine the P d value, and avg q border buffer size to minimize the probability of drop and delay. This affect P d values when calculating Max p in Equation (7) . Note that in this situation all arriving traffic are not accepted as in RED and ARED algorithm. When the first packets arrive, the FWMRED starts to drop with high probability almost close to 1, then the next arriving packets have low probability P d which lower the drop. This probability gets little complicated with the next arrivals because of the dynamic calculation Max p according to the low drop probability at part 1 in Equation (7). Part 2 is the largest, and the value of Max p is assigned based on the minimal value of Max p , which makes the lower P d value to be accepted. When the value of Max p is dynamic, and the avg q border is buffer size, the probability of drop and delay will be minimized. In Part 3, the value of Max p (1 − e Max p ) is assigned based on the minimal value of Max p , the value of Max p is dynamic. The avg q must be bordered by part 3 buffer, otherwise, the probability of drop will be increasing. Algorithm 1 explains the mechanism of FWMRED algorithm by calculating Max p and P d equations to achieve packet dropping.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND SIMULATION SETUP
This section describes the network topology and evaluates the performance of FWMRED in NS-2.29 with DiffServ4NS patch and OtswTCM. The particular values of the parameters are shown in Table 1 . This study uses two simulation topologies for scenarios 1 and 2, shown in figures 4 and 5 respectively. These values are used to validate the FWMRED for managing drop probability with reduced average delay.
Scenario 1: Settings are easier to simulate because it uses only one type of traffic source. The TCP traffic aggregates to the verified behaviour of the QoS performance for FWMRED and generates traffic with constant interval time and common packet size. 
Scenario 2:
Uses TCP/UDP traffic aggregates and not only verify the behaviour of QoS performance for FWMRED, scenario 2 also verifies the performance of fairness behaviour for the FWMRED. All connected sources send packets, shown in Fig. 5 , to destination D1 through Edge Router ER1, whereas Edge Router ER2 send packets to destination D2 with multi-flows. In this network topology, the source nodes send data to destination nodes through a bottleneck link that streams from a core router to an edge router. In the Core Router (CR), the queue management algorithm uses a queue to configure all simulations. The REDs' threshold use and VOLUME 5, 2017 
where, 0 < FI < 1, X i is excess bandwidth obtained by aggregate i/CIR of aggregate i, and N is the number of aggregates.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents and describes the QoS performance results of optimal FWMRED with the RED and ARED algorithms. The section also shows the bandwidth fair behaviour of the FWMRED algorithm together with the OtswTCM algorithm. In the proposed algorithm, traffic classification should be proportional to the traffic injected into a bottleneck link by the marker algorithm (OtswTCM). The buffer manages this traffic as in, out, or drop. The FWMRED algorithm calculates the drop probability P d equation to extend the area of accepted traffic between Min th and avg q then classify probability by Max p [14] , [37] . The importance of auto tuned sensitivity parameters is that it manages the RED algorithm to a greater extent. The homogeneous traffic results in Scenario 1 verify the behaviour of the QoS performance. Scenario 2, which has heterogeneous traffic aggregates, verify the behaviour of the QoS performance for the FWMRED as well as the performance of fairness behaviour and average queue in the FWMRED.
A. SCENARIO 1
This scenario results illustrate RED, ARED, and FWMRED performances in a homogeneous (TCP) traffic as well as the varying dynamics of congestion level in a dumbbell topology, Fig. 4 , with average queue length. Figures 6 and 7 confirm the sensitivity of the set results to parameters through various congestion levels with dynamic average queue length. The buffer size is 35 packets with 1.5 Mbps congestion, and longlasting TCP packet size of 1500 bytes, which have a 0.28s queue delay. The W q is dependent on the RED algorithm; for instance, in the RED the W q is 0.002 and in ARED is 0.00027. Two long-lasting flows performance are observed as well as two flows of long-lasting forwarding traffic and one flow of long-lasting reverse traffic. Fig. 6 shows the increase in congestion level and Fig. 7 shows the decrease in congestion level. Figures 6a and 6b shows the sensitivity of the RED and ARED algorithm to flow at 25s, respectively. When the next flow starts, explaining the performance of the effect to the dynamic change of congestion level is easy, and hence, the avg q that influences the packet drop rate also changes. The throughput in the ARED algorithm is slightly higher than that in the RED algorithm (between 9 to 11 packets at the first 25s and between 11 to 13 packets at next 25s). Fig. 6c shows the presence of two flows of long-lasting forwarding traffic and one flow of long-lasting reverse traffic. Fig. 6c also shows the sensitivity of the FWMRED algorithm to flows by an increase in the average queue at 25s, which is fixed in the next flows (25 to 50s). The throughput in FWMRED algorithm is higher than that of the RED and ARED algorithms (between 10 to 15 packets at the first 25s and between 13 to 18 packets at next 25s). Fig. 6c shows FWMRED performance is not affected by the dynamic change in congestion level, and thus, when the avg q changes the packet drop rate, it also causes a slight change in the throughput. Fig. 6d illustrates the proposed algorithm mechanism with an innovative definition of adaptive control by using this control to calculate Max p and the newly defined W q . W q is the base control between packet dropping probability and avg q , thereby keeping a stable avg q in the presence of traffic dynamics. Table 2 shows the performances of RED, ARED, and FWMRED. Fig. 7 illustrates varying queue length with the level of congestion changes (extra twenty flows) between 0 to 25s. Fig. 7 shows the variation of the average queue length, the packet drop rates and the throughput for RED algorithm. At the first half time, the packet drop rates of aggregate per-link with FWMRED is (13.84%), which is less than RED (15.34%) and ARED (14.92%). FWMRED has a high throughput compared to that of ARED and RED, (95.7% instead of 93.6% and 93.8% respectively), and a higher overall average queue length. The Table 3 illustrate RED, ARED and FWMRED performance.
In Figures 7a and 7b , the graph shows the sensitivity of the RED and ARED algorithm to flow at 25s, respectively. Fig. 7a illustrates the simulation in the first 25s for RED algorithm with a decrease in the average queue length avg q when the level of congestion changes by the end of the 25s. The drop rate of the packets is higher than that of the ARED algorithm as shown in Table 3 . ARED algorithm is similar to RED algorithm when the average queue length avg q decreased corresponding to the change in the level of congestion as shown in Fig. 7b , however, it was more efficient in returning the avg q to the target rage compared to the RED algorithm. As to the throughput by the end of the 50s, FWMRED had the highest throughput. Fig. 7c shows FWMRED algorithm sensitivity to parameters Max p and W q which keep the avg q between Min th and Max th . The graph also explains the performance of the varying buffer FWMRED algorithm. The sensitivity of FWMRED algorithm to flows is highlighted by the increase in the average queue at the next 25s, which is fixed in the first flows (0-25s). FWMRED raises throughput and decreases packet drop rates because of the improvement in packet drop rates and throughput sensitivity to RED control parameters. Hence, these features modify weaknesses or flaws making FWMRED algorithm very appropriate for current networks. The FWMRED have higher throughput and lower packet drop rate than other RED algorithms because of the changes in average queue and packet size which optimize packet drop rates. Figures 8 and 9 show the average queue length for a simulation with one way traffic in 100 long-lasting traffic, each VOLUME 5, 2017 with round-trip 25 times the 1000 byte packet size. When the flows use ECN, buffer size as Min th is 20, the Max th is 80, and congested flows are 15 Mbps. This setting is necessary to display oscillations in the buffer of RED algorithm. Certain factors are responsible for encouraging oscillations such as W q , avg q , and Max p , hence they use mix traffic. Fig. 8 shows oscillations in the average queue length when avg q goes below Min th or above Max th , and clarifies the variations in the oscillations of avg q and Max p with longlasting one way traffic. Fig. 9 shows a more realistic traffic mix with web traffic and reverse path traffic, and when realistic traffic load is used, the ARED oscillations increase. The former parameters caused the change between results to vary in terms of throughput, buffer delay, and packet drop rates. Tables 4 and 5 illustrate the importance of AQM algorithms in the congested network. The FWMRED attempts to achieve trade-off among bottleneck throughput, delay, and packet drop rates by raising congestion control. RED is implemented in internet routers to ensure low packet drop, for it only uses average queue length as a congestion measurement to reduce the effects of packet marking or dropping [37] .
In all buffers of RED algorithm, the average queue length is used to estimate the long term behaviour, but this parameter does not yield full buffer optimal performance. This method depends on calculating the value of W q and networks bandwidth. Nonetheless, this method fails for the avg q changes only when avg q does, while W q and q size remain constant, resulting in a slower response. Results in Tables 4 and 5 show that the FWMRED algorithm outperforms the RED and ARED algorithms in terms of utilization, and also outperforms ARED packet drop in all time parts. Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the sensitivity of the RED algorithm to the average queue length parameter by changing the W q as the packet drop rate with two TCP flows. In general, the traffic is dropped when the avg q parameter is more than that of the Max th threshold, but avg q of the FWMRED is determined by three factors to maintain the target queue length within a target range. The drop probability of FWMRED appears to adapt the packets faster compared to ARED and RED algorithms. Fig. 10 describes the W q value effects on RED algorithm, Fig. 11 on the ARED, and Fig. 12 on FWMRED. 
B. SCENARIO 2
We explain the unfairness problem in the classification of traffic networks by sharing the bottleneck bandwidth among flow aggregates. The results also illustrate RED, ARED, and FWMRED performances with heterogeneous traffic (TCP and UDP), and varying dynamics of congestion levels. The traffic flows are streamed from a core router to an edge router in next topology with the fairness and the average queue length as in Fig. 5 . The FWMRED verifies speed when traffic increases. Table 6 shows the RED, ARED and FWMRED buffer setting used in this scenario, with the Min th , Max th , and Max p representing the minimum threshold, maximum threshold, and weight parameter, respectively. The TCP and UDP agents are set on three aggregates edge routers: ER1, ER2 and ER3 , which are marked with three drop precedences; the parameters setting of red, yellow, and green in Table 8 . Packet drop, throughput, and delay comparison between the three algorithms are shown in Table 7 .
The FWMRED algorithm causes considerable packet drop of traffic TCP, but the UDP packet drop remains high at AF PHB because the throughput of FWMRED is high.
In Fig. 13 , the number of flows is equal to 16 as TCP flows in the aggregate 1 and UDP flows in aggregate 2. The figure further shows the results of the comparison between the behaviour of Fairness Index versus the provision level of the FWMRED algorithm. The Fairness Index results of the proposed algorithm are better, especially for the long range between 40% to 70%. The main reason for the good results is that the components of the traffic classification networks (marker and scheduling) are designed to have a slight effect on the share of congestion bandwidth between the traffic flow aggregates. When aggregate nodes send traffic at constant rate in the same provision level, the OtswTCM (marker) achieves fairness trade-off satisfying the minimum application throughput in aggregates, and FWMRED (scheduling) achieves optimal management when the resources of the queue in core router increase to improve excess bandwidth between aggregates. In Fig. 14 , the number of flows are different; aggregate 1 is connected with 16 TCP flows and aggregate 2 is connected with 32 UDP flows. The behaviour of fairness index is almost near that, in Fig. 13 , of the FWMRED algorithm. The FWMRED is better than other algorithms between 50% to 80 % provision level, the OtswTCM in the edge router is more effective on the different flows between TCP and UDP.
In Fig. 15 , the number of flows are different; aggregate 1 is connected with 32 TCP flows and aggregate 2 is connected with 16 UDP flows, causing an increase in packet drop. The figure illustrates the FWMRED characteristics for Fairness Index, and shows the performance through the parameters W q and Max p in FWMRED. The FWMRED is better than other algorithms between 20% to 50% as well as 70% to 100% provision level. Table 9 shows that the FWMRED successfully auto tunes other algorithm parameters to achieve reliably better results. The throughput in two aggregates increases when using FWMRED to 97.19% and 95.43% with (16 TCP, 32 UDP) and (32 TCP, 16 UDP) respectively. In addition, the packet drop rates of aggregates with FWMRED are (0.011,0.025), which is less than RED (0.021,0.26) and ARED (0.163,0.026).
The reason for scenarios 1 and 2 is to test a special branch with various traffic, the proposed algorithm with a change in traffic type was not affected by the change in the number of flows between heterogeneous traffic aggregates. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This research compares the performance of long-lasting flows in the classification of traffic networks of AQM algorithms with FWMRED. First, an optimized treatment for the tradeoffs between packet drop, delay, and throughput with heavily loaded network is introduced through new definitions of W q and Max p . These definitions examine the sensitivity and maintain avg q between Min th and Max th . Second, a traffic scheduling algorithm is designed to have a slight effect on the sharp increase in the buffer, which is caused by the slow start of a high bandwidth flow. Third, improving the fairness between aggregates is presented using the TCP and UDP protocols. These advantages in building the FWMRED algorithm are suitable for the classification of traffic networks. Additionally, FWMRED is successfully auto tuned and simplified to implement and achieve reliably good results. The proposed algorithm is not affected by traffic type or the number of the flow aggregates, thereby performing the tradeoff. This mechanism is associated with scaling the average queue length of the buffer, which leads to minimal delays, better packet drop and saves on utilization.
